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M
any dermatologists welcome the chance to 
be seen on TV, in the local newspaper, or fea-
tured online. Ahead, a media veteran offers 
tips to help you get the coverage you covet.

YOU’RE HARDER TO GET HOLD OF THAN (FILL 
IN BLANK)

Your receptionist acts like I’m a bill collector when I call, 
emails to info@doctorsoffice.com go unanswered, and your 
gatekeepers won’t give out your personal email or mobile 
number. By the time you actually respond to the voicemail 
I left at your office, it’s three days past the deadline. My 
most memorable experience was sending several emails to a 
prominent plastic surgeon about a study he published with 
no response. I called his office to follow up and his assistant 
said; “If Dr X wanted to be interviewed, he would have got-
ten back to you.” Really? Needless to say I never reached out 
to him again. The moral of this story is that if you want to 
be a go-to media resource, you have to try to be accessible. 

It’s fine to arrange to call back at a suitable time, such as 
after you are finished seeing patients. But if the only time 
you are willing to talk is before 8 am, after 8 pm, or on week-
ends and holidays, you are probably not going to endear 
yourself to most media. 

OU DON’T SEND QUALITY PHOTOS
If you want to be interviewed about your results, being 

able to provide visuals come with the territory. Suggesting 
that we pull something off your website is not going to fly. 
Similarly, sending over a PowerPoint deck you presented at 
a recent meeting is also less than ideal. Another common 

dilemma is sending over photos without captions at all, or 
with the actual patient’s name. 

For print publications, images must be a minimum of 
300dpi and meet the minimum requirements in terms of 
dimensions in pixels. For online outlets, lower resolution 
images may be acceptable. Each media outlet has a set pro-
tocol. If you make it harder to use your visuals, the simple 
fact is that they will not make it into the piece, and you may 
also find that your quotes are cut to make room for a more 
media-savvy doctor who provided good photos. 

YOU ONLY TALK ABOUT BRANDS YOU HAVE 
FINANCIAL TIES TO WITHOUT ANY DISCLO-
SURE

Most writers and reporters are looking for a physician’s 
expertise on a particular subject or product and are inter-
ested in writing a balanced feature that includes several 
points of view. While there is nothing inherently wrong with 
conducting clinical trials or being a consultant of speaker 
for companies and brands, full disclosure is becoming man-
datory for more publications and programs. If asked if you 

Confessions of  
a Media Expert
An expert shares her top 5 pet peeves of working with doctors and traps to avoid to get ink. 

BY WENDY LEWIS

If you set up too many obstacles for writers and other 
media to work with you, the bottom line is that they are 
probably going to think twice before circling back to you 
the next time.

PRACTICAL POINTER

“Although I admit that conducting  

a personal interview is the best way 

to get to the most pithy quotes  

and sound bites, in the interest 

of time, it is not always possible. 

Therefore, email is the next best 

thing to the phone.”
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TIPS FOR BETTER INTERACTIONS WITH MEDIA: A SUMMARY

Don’t just direct to your website for answers. You 
are the resource that ought to be quoted.

Make yourself accessible. Be sure staff “gatekeepers” 
aren’t so overzealous that you miss interview oppor-
tunities.

Provide good before and after images. For print pub-
lications, images must be a minimum of 300dpi.

Maintain patient privacy. Don’t use patient names on 
photo files or as captions.

Don’t over-edit or sanitize comments. Don’t add 
unnecessary comment when there may be space con-
straints.
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have any disclosures, you are pretty much bound by answer-
ing truthfully. At best, an asterisk may be placed by your 
contributions or a notation may be included like, “Dr. Jones 
is a clinical investigator for XYZ.” At worst, your comments 
may end up getting cut, but that is less likely. Being upfront 
with journalists is always the best policy, and if they cannot 
use you for one feature, they are more inclined to keep you 
on their short list for the next one. 

YOU REFER ME TO YOUR WEBSITE TO AVOID 
TAKING THE TIME TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

Although I admit that conducting a personal interview 
is the best way to get to the most pithy quotes and sound 
bites, in the interest of time, it is not always possible. 
Therefore, email is the next best thing to the phone. I 
will never send a busy doctor more than a handful of key 
open-ended questions via email. If I don’t get what I need 
in the first exchange, I may go back for clarification. Telling 
me to look at your website instead of answering a direct 
question like; “How do you do it,” or “Who are the best 
candidates for that?” is not only not helpful, but I’m not 
going to go there. Frankly, before I reach out, you can rest 
assured that if I do not know you personally, I will have 
looked at your website. Similarly, if you have published an 
article on the topic in question, suggesting that I “Google 
it” or find it on PubMed is not so helpful. Surely your staff 
has access to articles you have published and can easily 
send over a link or a PDF. 

YOU WHITEWASH YOUR QUOTES WHEN I SEND 
THEM BACK FOR APPROVAL

This is not my first rodeo. On the contrary, I have written 
literally hundreds of articles, several chapters and numerous 

books in my own byline and for physicians. Although I am 
far from perfect, I do take pretty good notes. If I am not sure 
of something technical or clinical, I will do some research 
and come back to make sure I have it right. However, I am 
usually looking for comments that are not the typical party 
line or something straight out of a press release. I really want 
your opinion or your personal twist on the topic. Purely as a 
courtesy, I will send back quotes to be checked before filing 
my features. 

If you are inclined to always change your quotes or add 
something that is not necessarily on point despite space 
constraints, or take out the best sound bite because you are 
concerned about your colleagues or industry, you should 
probably refrain from doing live interviews in general. Stick 
to email where you will have better luck controlling the 
message. If you do email responses, it is fine to skip a ques-
tion you prefer not to answer. I don’t even mind if I get 
back incomplete sentences, but one-word answers like ‘yes’ 
or ‘no’ to questions that require some explanation are not 
going to cut it. 

NO OBSTACLES
In conclusion, we all have a job to do and some do it bet-

ter than others. If you set up too many obstacles for writers 
and other media to work with you, the bottom line is that 
we are probably going to think twice before circling back to 
you the next time. n 

Wendy Lewis is President of Wendy Lewis & 
Co Ltd, Global Aesthetics Consultancy, the author 
of 11 books, and Founder/Editor-in-Chief of 
Beautyinthebag.com.
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